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I a) Food chains only demonstrate a single feeding pattern where organisms fulfil a single role and
occupy a single trophic level - which is often not the case . Many organisms feed on a variety
of organisms . Food webs allow us to better understand a community and how members interact with each other

b) Decomposers ( Detritivores and Saprotrophs) . Every organism would be connected to them as decomposers
feed on dead organisms

c) Producers can be easily identified as there are no arrows pointing to them , only away . Base of all chains
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bird is 3rd Trophic level ( secondary consumer)f) grass → caterpillar → bird → "" "•→ """ K ] bi ,, is 2nd Trophic level ( primary consumer )grass → bird → fox

grass → squirrel → fox fox is 3rd Trophic level ( secondary consumer)

grass → caterpillar → bird → fox
] fox is 4th Trophic level ( tertiary consumer)

grass caterpillar bird snake hawk

f.
hawk is 5th Trophic level ( quatinary consumer)

grass Chipmunk snake hawk hawk is 4th Trophic level ( tertiary consumer)

g) many possible answers . Likely notice food chains tend to be longer in aquatic food webs .

2 Energy is lost at every trophic level In 90%) due to respiration , wasteland indigestiple parts in organisms)
.
: the longer the food chain is

,
the less energy is available . Higher trophic levels are often less efficient as more energy

is spent hunting mobile prey . Eventually , the energy required to hunt > energy gained from feeding - making trophic level unviable

3 Herbivores consume producers directly thus they recieve more energy as less has been lost
- allows for many

herbivores to thrive . However carnivores eat other consumers which have less energy available , limiting how many
successful predators an ecosystem can support



4 Many possible examples .

5 phytoplankton scallops Stingrays shark

population t population T

Normally sharks prey upon Stingrays and control their population . Without sharks , the Stingray population
increases as less are being hunted . As a result they consume more scallops, causing this population to
rapidly decline .

This is a common example of why removal of a top predator can cause an ecosystem to collapse

6 Many possible examples . Here are some not already found in lesson :

a) Mutualism Got bacteria and humans /cows, plants and N - fixing bacteria , leaf-cutter ant and fungus
b) Commensalism remora fish and sharks

,
birds and army ants , whales and barnacles

c) Parasitism fleas on dogs , athlete's foot ( fungus and humans) , emerald cockroach wasp

7 a) By partitioning resources , species don't need to expend energy competition with others, allowing them a

more efficient and reliable access to resources . It turns a lose/ lose competition into a compromise
where both moderately benefit .

b) This is an example of interspecific competition as members of different species are competitive for resources

c) Many possible examples .
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Skains anole lizards in Puerto Rico
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